DESSERTS
QUITANDA MINEIRA

PUDIM BRASILEIRO $7
CREME CARAMEL
Creamy milk flan drizzled with caramel sauce.

MOUSSE DE MARACUJÁ 5oz. $5
PASSION FRUIT MOUSSE
A traditional Brazilian treat. Creamy mousse made with fresh cream and tangy passion fruit.

Try our chocolate mousse for $4

BOLO TRÊS LEITES $6
TRES LECHE CAKE
Three types of milk poured over a sponge vanilla cake, topped with coconut shavings.

BOLO DE BRIGADEIRO $6.5
CHOCOLATE CAKE
Spongy chocolate cake topped with thick, shiny chocolate frosting. Based on the famous Brazilian chocolate truffle known as brigadeiro.

BOLINHOS DE CHUVA $5
MINAS MINI DONUTS
Ten freshly made, Brazilian-style mini donuts, tossed in cinnamon and sugar, with your choice of doce de leite or brigadeiro sauce.

PUDIM BRASILEIRO $7
CREME CARAMEL
Creamy milk flan drizzled with caramel sauce.

MOUSSE DE MARACUJÁ 5oz. $5
PASSION FRUIT MOUSSE
A traditional Brazilian treat. Creamy mousse made with fresh cream and tangy passion fruit.

New Item
Make your own
MINAS QUENTINHA $15.50

MINAS BOX

CHOICE OF 2 MEATS
• Top Sirloin / Picanha
• Prime Beef Hips / Alcatra
• Parmesan Beef / Bife com Parmesao
• Cut of Pork / Corte do Porco
• Chorizo Sausage (spicy) / Chourico Apimentado
• Pork Sausage / Linguica de Porco
• Chicken Legs / Coxa de Frango
• Chicken Hearts / Coracao de Frango

CHOICE OF UP TO 3 HOT SIDES
• Mashed Potato / Pure de batata
• Beans Pinto / Feijao Carioca
• Black bean stew (cassava flour is optional) / Feijada (farofa e opcional)
• Chicken Stroganoff / Estrogonofe de Frango
• Pork Belly / Torresmo
• Potato wedges / Batata
• Cheese Bread / Pao de queijo

CHOICE OF UP TO 3 SALADAS
• Potato Salad / Maionese
• Romaine Lettuce / Alface
• Carolina Salad (spring mix, sliced strawberries) / Salada Carolina (folhas e morangos fatiados)
• Olives / Azeitonas
• Mixed Beans Salad / Salada mista de feijao
• Quinoa Salad / Quinoa
• Heart of Palm and Tomatoes / Palmito e Tomate
• Bocconcini Salad / Salada de Tomate e Queijo

CALL OR EMAIL WITH CODE SAVE10

FILLET DE PICANHA $22
Six-ounce AAA Alberta grilled top sirloin with mushrooms, accompanied by salad and your choice of fries or tuck.

500ml $5
Brazilian Pop $4

DOCES DE COLHER 5oz.
FAMOUS MINAS SPREADS
Rice Pudding - Arroz Doce
Dulce de Leite - Doce de Leite $4
Coconut Spread - Cacarate $3
Chocolate Sauce - Brigadeiro $5

CONTACT US TO PLACE
YOUR ORDER:
#EATATMINAS

MINAS STEAKHOUSE
Oxymascara & Restaurante

136 2nd Street SW
info@minassteakhouse.com
minassteakhouse.com

(403) 454-2550

10% OFF PICKUP ORDERS
CALL OR EMAIL WITH CODE SAVE10

#EATATMINAS
PRATOS
PLATES

PETISCOS
APPETIZERS

ESTROGONOFFE DE FRANGO $15
Chicken stroganoff sprinkled with hickory sticks and rice.

FAMOUS MINAS PÃO DE QUEIJO $10/$14
CHEESE BREAD
(6 pcs. or 10 pcs.)

MANDIOCA Frita $8
FRIED CASSAVA

BOLINHO DE BACALHAU $9
COD CROQUETTES
(6 pcs.)

COXINHA $10
CHICKEN AND CHEESE FRITTER
(6 pcs.)

HOUSE SALAD $11
CAROLINA
CAESAR SALAD $12
KALE SALAD $12

PORCOES
MEAT SIDES

CHICKEN WINGS
(8 pcs.)

TORRESMO
Pork Belly

CHORIZO SAUSAGE
(8 pcs.)

GROUPTAKEOUTMENU

MINIMUM 10 PEOPLE $14 each

BBQ ITEMS INCLUDED:
- Picanha
- Top Sirloin
- Asa de Frango (Chicken Wings)
- Linguiça de Porco (Pork Sausage)

RICE + 1 HOT ITEM:
- Feijão (Feijoada)
- Estrogonoff

1 SALAD:
- Carolina
- Caesar

1 PASTRY:
- Pão de Queijo
- Corn Bread

GROUP TAKEOUT MENU

SMALL $35
For up to 10 ppl
3 OPTIONS

MEDIUM $55
For up to 15 ppl
6 OPTIONS

LARGE $75
For up to 20 ppl
8 OPTIONS

CHOOSE from Meat, Hot, Cold or Sweet items or a combination of them. You can double up on 1 or 2 items (*some exceptions apply).

*DO YOU WANT EXTRA BEEF?
- 100 gr PICANHA OR
- 100 gr PARMESAN BEEF

$5 each

COMBO MEAL $15
Choose one meat and one side.
MEAT: Sliced AAA Alberta grilled top sirloin, Chicken Wings, Pork Loin or Chorizo Sausage.
SIDE: rice and beans or fries.

*Both plates are accompanied by Brazilian potato salad.

PARA COMPARTILHAR
TO SHARE

FEIJOADA COMPLETA
Feijoada for up to 3 people

FEIJOADA COMPLETA
Feijoada for up to 3 people

ESTROGONOFFE DE FRANGO
Stroganoff for up to 3 people

COMBO MEAL $15
Choose one meat and one side.
MEAT: Sliced AAA Alberta grilled top sirloin, Chicken Wings, Pork Loin or Chorizo Sausage.
SIDE: rice and beans or fries.

*Both plates are accompanied by Brazilian potato salad.

CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION

EVENTS & CATERING
INFO@MINASTEAKHOUSE.COM
MINASTEAKHOUSE.COM